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Background 
Stealth Software1 provides software solutions to offload Binary Large Object (BLOB) files from 
SharePoint content databases to alternative storage.  Stealth subsequently provides the ability 
to store BLOBs on lower cost storage within a datacenter or within the cloud.  Stealth Software 
and associated partners have offered to conduct Proof of Concept (POC) to AGENCY X to 
demonstrate potential value from a performance and cost perspective.  Specifically, AGENCY X 
intends to gauge applicability of the technology to support AGENGY X. 
 

Model Workload 
The POC models a Microsoft OneDrive for Business SharePoint instance.  The model supports 30 
people, each with a separate SharePoint My Site supplying 600MB of storage (18GB total).  The 
test scenario performs the following operations in the span of one hour: 

1. Upload of 300 50MB files of various types (xlsx, pdf, docx). 

2. 600 download operations of various documents. 

The model possesses the following specifications: 

 

Server Type vCPUS RAM (GB) System Drive Data, Logs 
Storage 

Total (GB) 

OneDrive Content Farm Servers 
Web Front End 4 12 60 100 160 

Application 4 12 60 100 160 

SQL Server 4 12 60 100 160 

Content Storage (300 users X 600MB)         18 

Totals 16 48     658 
 

Additionally, to mimic the storage architecture available at AGENCY X, the model used magnetic 

drives configured in RAID 5 arrays.  The model did not encompass integration with DEPS backup 

/ recovery and archive agent or geographic failover strategy.   

 

Model Outputs 
The POC executed test scenario’s with and without Stealth, providing the following: 

1. Comparison of overall Input/Output Operations per Second (IOPS) consumed. 

 
1 http://www.stealth-soft.com/ 

http://www.stealth-soft.com/
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2. Comparison of memory and processor utilization on Web Front End(s).   

3. Comparison of processor utilization on SQL Server. 

4. Comparison of page life expectancy on SQL Server.   

5. Comparison of Disk Queue Length on SQL Server. 

6. Comparison of Average Seconds per Read / Seconds per Write.   

7. Comparison of Average Seconds per Disk Transfer.   

 

The POC included both SQL Server Transparent Database Encryption (TDE) as well the Stealth 
Content Store file level encryption in the scenario with Stealth Content Store.  The Stealth 
Content Store file level encryption allows AGENCY X to generate its own keys and store them in 
the SQL database that is protected with TDE. No additional hardware or software is required. The 
test did not scope AGENCY X’s disaster recovery failover scenarios currently supported by 
database mirroring.  

Below is a high level overview of the workings of Stealth Content Store for SharePoint.  
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Additional Data Points  
The Stealth Software team provided a high level description of the Stealth tool setup and 

configuration, to include any storage solutions or alternatives that could be used as the 

underlying storage platform for the PoC, that show increased performance or reduced 

implementation and/or operational cost.  

 

 

Stealth Software PoC Results  

The Tests 
The test were run through the AS1 (Application Server) with two PowerShells simulating the 

traffic. Two test scenarios were carried out.  

1. Test scenario 1:  OneDrive for Business in SharePoint 2013 without Stealth Content Store 
and with TDE activated on SQL. In this scenario, content is written to and read from SQL 
Server.  
 

2. Test scenario 2: OneDrive for Business in SharePoint 2013 with Stealth Content Store with 
both TDE on SQL and Stealth Content Store encryption enabled. In this scenario, Remote 
BLOB Store (RBS) is enabled and content is written to and read from the external storage 
platform (SAN RAID 5) with use of Stealth Content Store for SharePoint (SCSS).  
 

For test scenario 1, the team used a PowerShell to run the tests that would allow for upload to 

the SQL Server. For test scenario 2, we used a PowerShell that allowed for Microsoft RBS to be 

enabled and for Microsoft RBS to see the content as a Binary Large Object (BLOB) with manual 

uploads of the 300 50 MB files in SharePoint.  

In test scenario 1, we downloaded 600 random files of different sizes. In order to increase the 

load for scenario 2 even more with Stealth Content Store, we ensured that the 600 files that were 

downloaded contained a minimum of 50 MB per file, thus further increasing the load on the 

environment. As a result the download for test scenario 2 took longer than the file downloads 

for scenario 1, as these files on average were substantially smaller. 
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The Test Environment 

Model Specifications: 

Server Type vCPUS RAM (GB) System Drive Data, Logs 
Storage 

Total (GB) 

OneDrive Content Farm Servers 
Web Front End 4 12 60 100 160 

Application 4 12 60 100 160 

SQL Server 4 12 60 100 160 

Content Storage (300 users X 600MB)         18 

Totals 16 48     658 

Model outputs and Performance Counters  
Below are the graphs showing the results of model outputs 1 to 7.  For each of the model output 

we have provided: 

- A description of the model output.  

- The result without Stealth Content Store. 

- The result with Stealth Content Store. 

- The significance for AGENCY X. 

The POC executed model outputs with and without Stealth are below: 

1. Comparison of overall Input/Output Operations per Second (IOPS) consumed. 

2. Comparison of memory and processor utilization on Web Front End(s).   

3. Comparison of processor utilization on SQL Server. 

4. Comparison of page life expectancy on SQL Server.   

5. Comparison of Disk Queue Length on SQL Server. 

6. Comparison of Average Seconds per Read / Seconds per Write.   

7. Comparison of Average Seconds per Disk Transfer.   

 

Test Results 

1. Comparison of overall Input/Output Operations per Second 

(IOPS) consumed 
 

Description 

IOPS is the rate at which the process is issuing read and write I/O operations. This counter counts 

all I/O activity generated by the process to include file, network and device IOPS.  The IOPS 
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requirement on the SQL Server are most significant as there is a direct dependency regarding the 

performance of the external storage array. The more efficient the SQL servers, the more efficient 

the SharePoint environment.  

 

Result without Stealth 

On the SQL server, IOPS vary from 200 to a 1000 IOPS, most are in the 400 to 600 IOPS range. 

 

Result with Stealth  

IOPS remain either below the 200 IOPS mark or between 200 – 300 IOPS. 

 

 

 

 

Significance for AGENCY X  

Microsoft recommends that IOPS remain below 1000 IOPS, more than 1000 IOPS will lead to   

issues, as the disks will become bottlenecks for the SharePoint farm. Another key observation is 

that SQL Server without Stealth gets close to the 1000 IOPS boundary, the SQL Server with Stealth 

stays far below the boundary of 1000 IOPS. As the SQL server has more excess capacity due to 

Stealth Content Store the SharePoint experience will be substantially improved in terms of 

response times and overall user experience. Our experience is that the level of IOPS in an existing 

environment typically can be halved by the use of Stealth Content Store. If the Enterprise 

Agreement with Microsoft for SQL Servers is CPU based than the costs for SQL Servers can be 

reduced. As Stealth Content Store removes the content (unstructured data) out of the SQL 

Servers onto the external storage platform, the number of SQL Servers can also be reduced.   
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2. Comparison of memory and processor utilization on Web 

Front End(s).   
 

Memory Utilization on Web Front End(s).   
 

Description 

Available MBytes is the amount of physical RAM, in Megabytes, immediately available for 

allocation to a process or for system use. It is equal to the sum of memory assigned to the standby 

(cached), free and zero page lists. If this counter is low, then the server is running low on physical 

RAM.  

 

Result without Stealth 

Memory Utilization is around 8500-9500 Available Mbytes. 

 

Result with Stealth  

Memory Utilization with Stealth Content Store is slightly better however the difference is very 

small. It is worth noting that Stealth Content Store encryption was running on the WFE. 

 

Significance for AGENCY X 

The difference in Memory Utilization on the WF1 with and without Stealth can be neglected.  
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Processor Utilization on Web Front End(s).   

Description 

Processor Utilization on Web Front End(s) is the percentage of elapsed time that the processor 

spends to execute a non-Idle thread. It is calculated by measuring the duration of the idle thread 

that is active in the sample interval, and subtracting that time from interval duration. This counter 

is the primary indicator of processor activity, and displays the average percentage of busy time 

observed during the sample interval. 

 

Result without Stealth  

The Processor Utilization shows some spikes, but these are insignificant. 

 

Result with Stealth 

The Processor Utilization does not increase, however encryption ran on this WF1. 

Significance for AGENCY X 

No additional CPU’s are needed for the WFE’s to run Stealth Content Store with encryption.  
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3. Comparison of processor utilization on SQL Server. 

Description  

Processor Utilization on SQL is the percentage of elapsed time that the processor spends to 

execute a non-Idle thread. It is calculated by measuring the duration of the idle thread that is 

active in the sample interval, and subtracting that time from interval duration. This counter is the 

primary indicator of processor activity, and displays the average percentage of busy time 

observed during the sample interval. 

 

Result without Stealth  

The pattern shown is typical for a SQL Server.  

 

Result with Stealth 

On the SQL Server with Stealth, you will see a higher % Processor Time when uploading files to 

SharePoint, as RBS is processor intensive. The SQL server requires a lower amount of IOPS - there 

are less dependencies on disks or memory - writing the references to the BLOB in SQL is short 

and quick.  

Significance for AGENCY X 
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Fewer memory and disk resources are needed as CPU is used for processing. CPU will be 

substantially faster compared to memory and disk. The time to process a BLOB is much lower 

than loading content in SQL. In 45 minutes 15 GB was loaded, which is extraordinary for a SQL 

Server with this configuration.  The rate of upload was also considerably higher with Stealth 

Content Store.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

4. Comparison of page life expectancy on SQL Server 
 

Description 

Number of seconds that a page will stay in the buffer pool without references. This performance 

monitor counter tells you, on average, how long data pages are staying in the buffer. Any large 

drops of 30% or more should be investigated. Below 600 should be monitored and very low 

values near zero are considered a critical state.   

 

Result without Stealth  

The Page Life Expectancy is substantially below 500, nearing 0 on SQL Server without Stealth. 

 

Result with Stealth 

Page Life Expectancy on a SQL Server with Stealth is 100% to 700% higher.  

 

Significance for AGENCY X 
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This means that in a SharePoint environment with Stealth Content Store the SQL Server will 

respond much faster and as the SQL Server is the engine for SharePoint, the overall performance 

of AGENCY X’s SharePoint environment will increase. 

In a standard SharePoint farm multiple SQL Server servers are needed for large environments to 

hold all content databases. The average boundary per SQL Server of 5 TB can be increased as all 

unstructured data is stored directly on the external storage platform.  In addition, a SQL Server 

might need fewer resources as fewer resources are needed to perform the tasks SQL Server has 

to execute.  

 

 

  

 

 

5. Comparison of Disk Queue Length on SQL Server  
 

Description 

Avg. Disk Queue Length is the average number of both read and write requests that were queued 

for the selected disk during the sample interval. The sample interval was during the test 15 

milliseconds. For SharePoint servers this will not change with or without Stealth, as it is RBS that 

will give the advantage and this is running on SQL Server. 

 

Result without Stealth 

At a certain point the disk queue starts to grow without Stealth Content Store, as SQL Server is 

breaking up the files in 64 KB blocks and subsequently in 8 KB pages and the storage will further 

break up the files in the native block size.  

 

Result with Stealth 

With Stealth the content is directly written to the external storage platform, so the disk queue 

length will stay stable and is a function of the storage array capacity, there is no breaking up of 

files in SQL. Only the storage will break up the files in the native block size,  
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Significance for AGENCY X 

Both processes are inherently different. This holds true for both reads and writes. In the 

environment without Stealth Content Store the breaking up of files is a three step process - from 

64 KB blocks to 8 KB pages in SQL to the native block size on the storage array. With Stealth 

Content Store both the read and write are reduced to a one step process. AGENCY X will be able 

to use the disk speed to its full extent. Caches can also be used in the most optimal manner.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

6. Comparison of Average Seconds per Read/Seconds per Write. 
 

Average Seconds per Read 
 

Description 

Avg. Disk sec/Read is the average time, in seconds, of a read of data to the disk. This analysis 

determines if any of the disks are responding slowly. 

 

Result without Stealth 

At a certain point the disk queue starts to grow without Stealth Content Store. As a result reading 

from disk will be slower. SQL Server is breaking up the files in 64 KB blocks and subsequently in 8 

KB pages and the storage will further break up the files in the native block size.  

 

Result with Stealth 
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With Stealth the content is directly written to the external storage platform, so the disk queue 

length will stay stable and is a function of the storage array capacity, there is no breaking up of 

files in SQL. Only the storage will break up the files in the native block size.  

 

Significance for AGENCY X 

Both processes are inherently different. This holds true for both reads and writes. In the 

environment without Stealth Content Store the breaking up of files is a three step process - from 

64 KB blocks to 8 KB pages in SQL to the native block size on the storage array. With Stealth 

Content Store both the read and write are reduced to a one step process. AGENCY X will be able 

to use the disk speed to its full extent. Caches can also be used in the most optimal manner.  
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Average Seconds per Write 
 

Description 

Avg. Disk sec/Write is the average time, in seconds, of a read of data to the disk. This analysis 

determines if any of the disks are responding slowly. 

 

Result without Stealth 

At a certain point the disk queue starts to grow without Stealth Content Store, as a result writing 

to disk will be slower. SQL Server is breaking up the files in 64 KB blocks and subsequently in 8 KB 

pages and the storage will further break up the files in the native block size.  

 

Result with Stealth 

With Stealth the content is directly written to the external storage platform, so the disk queue 

length will stay stable and is a function of the storage array capacity, there is no breaking up of 

files in SQL. Only the storage will break up the files in the native block size. 

 

Significance for AGENCY X 

Both processes are inherently different. This holds true for both reads and writes. In the 

environment without Stealth Content Store the breaking up of files is a three step process - from 

64 KB blocks to 8 KB pages in SQL to the native block size on the storage array. With Stealth 

Content Store both the read and write are reduced to a one step process. AGENCY X will be able 

to use the disk speed to its full extent. Caches can also be used in the most optimal manner.  
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7. Comparison of Average Seconds per Disk Transfer  
 

Description 

Indicates how fast data is being moved (in seconds). Measures the average time of each data 

transfer, regardless of the number of bytes read or written. Shows the total time of the read or 

write, from the moment it leaves the Diskperf.sys driver to the moment it is complete. A high 

value for this counter might mean that the system is retrying requests due to lengthy queuing or, 

less commonly, disk failures. 

 

Result without Stealth 

At a certain point the disk queue starts to grow without Stealth Content Store, as a result the 

seconds per Disk Transfer are higher. SQL Server is breaking up the files in 64 KB blocks and 

subsequently in 8 KB pages and the storage will further break up the files in the native block size.  

 

Result with Stealth 
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With Stealth the content is directly written to the external storage platform, so the disk queue 

length will stay stable and is a function of the storage array capacity, there is no breaking up of 

files in SQL. Only the storage will break up the files in the native block size.  

 

Significance for AGENCY X 

Both processes are inherently different. This holds also true for Disk Transfers, the seconds per 

Disk Transfer will go down.  In the environment without Stealth Content Store the breaking up of 

files is a three step process - from 64 KB blocks to 8 KB pages in SQL to the native block size on 

the storage array. With Stealth Content Store both the read and write are reduced to a one step 

process. AGENCY X will be able to use the disk speed to its full extent. Caches can also be used in 

the most optimal manner. No differences were seen on the WFE1 and AS1.  
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Additional Data Points  
 

Below is the high level description of the Stealth tool setup and configuration for storage 

solutions or alternatives that could be used as the underlying storage platform for AGENCY X’s 

SharePoint environment. These underlying storage platform alternatives show increased 

performance and/or reduced operational cost. 

Stealth Content Store is both storage platform and vendor independent. Data can be managed 

at the content data base level as far as platform and vendor is concerned. The following external 

storage platform groups exist, multiple vendors market these platforms: 

- SAN – this array was used in the test environment and is also the current storage platform 

in use for SharePoint at AGENCY X.  

- NAS  

- Object Storage  

- Private/Public Cloud (make use of Object Storage). 

 

 

 

Stealth Content Store is compatible with all platform types. The way in which Stealth Content 

Store is deployed and operates is the same for all platforms. AGENCY X can also opt to change 

the platform over time, for example from the current SAN-Raid 5 to a NAS or Object Storage 

platform. There is no vendor lock-in.  

Encrypted SharePoint Data

In SQL database: 

• Meta data
• Content ID
• Encryption Keys (or in 
existing Key Store 
on premise)

SharePoint environment on premise 

On Premise Storage

CAD/CAM

Legal Documents HR/
Medical Records 

Strategic and 
Operational 
Plans

• Chose where to store    Content 
Databases by function or 
department
- Without the use of web parts or stubs

• Platform Independent
- SAN, NAS, Object Storage or Cloud 

• Vendor Independent
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There are however both cost and potentially performance differences between the platforms. 

Object Storage is now widely accepted as the best storage platform for unstructured data. As the 

Stealth Content Store is able to recognize structured and unstructured data at the WFE level, the 

software can make maximum use of the best in class storage platform for structured data in SQL 

(SAN) and unstructured data on an external storage platform (Object Storage). The Stealth 

Software team has been working with Object Storage for over a decade. Stealth Software has 

advised customers in the past on the differences in features and functionalities of the various 

offerings sold in the market.  

Some benefits for example of using Object Storage for the unstructured SharePoint data are: 

1. Lower storage cost for 80%+ of the SharePoint data versus both traditional SAN and/or 

NAS environments. 

2. Self-managing and self-healing capabilities as far as AGENCY X’s disaster recovery and 

business continuity are concerned. This will have a substantial impact on management 

overhead requirements. 

3. Potential performance improvements in getting data back to user versus a SQL/SAN based 

environment in combination with Stealth Content Store.  

 

 

Below is a high level is an overview showing the different storage options for SharePoint: 

 

 

Below is a high level architecture showing the vendor and platform independence of Stealth 

Content Store and the mechanics of Stealth Content Store: 

Classic

➢ Metadata and Content stored  in 
SQL, supported by traditional 
SAN/NAS storage environments 
(with potentially tiering in the box)

Archiving/HSM

➢ Archiving, data repository, gateway 
or appliance to facilitate 
externalization of SharePoint 
content data; supported by SAN/NAS 
or Hierarichal Storage Management  
- data moves thru SQL

Active Content

➢ Data is kept outside of SQL and 
written transparently to external 
storage platform; only metadata and 
BLoB ID remain in SQL

➢ Metadata and Content stored  in 
SQL, supported by traditional 
SAN/NAS storage environments 
(with potentially tiering in the box)

➢ HDS SAN/NAS

➢ NetApp  NAS

➢ EMC SAN/NAS/SourceOne

➢ Enterprise Vault

➢ Etc.

➢ NetApp ByCast: StorageGrid

➢ HDS HCP

➢ Dell DX

➢ Windows Azure (Public)

➢ Etc.
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Data encrypted on 
the SharePoint WFEs 

so  no man in the 
middle  attack 

possible

ON-PREMISE CLOUD

GEOGRAPHICALLY 
SEPARATE DATA CENTER

Metadata & Content ID 
stored in DB on 
existing storage. 

Typically DB reduced to 
less than 20% of 

existing size

Content Data stored securely on external storage of choice. 
Typically greater than 80% of current database.

EXTERNAL STORAGE PLATFORM

 

 

Stealth Software and its partners would welcome the opportunity to brief AGENCY X on 

alternative external storage platforms.  

Conclusion 

Following conclusions can be drawn from the AGENCY X Proof of Concept: 

- Stealth Content Store off loads unstructured data seamlessly at the Web Front End (WFE) 

level without the use of web parts or stubs. The IOPS consumption on the WFE is shown 

to be somewhat lower in the environment with Stealth Content Store. More importantly, 

the IOPS consumption at the SQL Server level is substantially lower. This has a major 

impact on the efficiency of the SharePoint environment and the user experience. The off 

loaded unstructured data can be moved to cheaper storage at the appropriate time.   

- Memory Utilization on the WFE is similar for both test environments. Processor Utilization 

on the WFE without Stealth shows certain “spikes”, this is not the case with Stealth 

Content Store, where the Processor Utilization is consistently low. However these 

“spikes” are insignificant. Both scenarios show similar patterns.  

- Processor Utilization with Stealth Content Store on the SQL Server is higher as the process 

is less disk intensive. Stealth Content Store is able to load more and larger files faster and 

CPU can be leveraged to a larger extent and used more efficiently.  

- A major difference in Page Life Expectancy could be seen between the environment 

without and with Stealth Content Store. The Page Life Expectancy with Stealth Content 
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Store is substantially higher and increases during the test. Page Life Expectancy is 

between 100% and 700% higher compared to the environment without Stealth Content 

Store. This will result in a faster response by the SQL Server. The SQL Server will require 

fewer resources to perform its tasks. The overall performance of the AGENCY X 

SharePoint farm will increase as a result and the SQL environment can potentially be 

reduced.  

- Disk Queue length without Stealth Software grew as SQL Server was breaking up the files 

first in 64 KB blocks and subsequently in 8 KB pages and then stored the files in native 

blocks on the SAN storage device. This is not the case with Stealth Content Store as 

unstructured data is off loaded to the external storage as Binary Large Objects that only 

requires the native block size on the SAN storage array by the file system.   

- Average Seconds per Read and Write and the Average Seconds per Transfer showed 

exactly the same issue. Queuing started to grow as more files were waiting to be broken 

in smaller 64KB blocks and 8 KB pages before being stored on the SAN platform.  

Overall the Proof of Concept demonstrated that the deployment of Stealth Content Store will 

result in a more productive, efficient and cost effective SharePoint environment for AGENCY X. 

Stubbing and web parts are not required, SharePoint functionalities will run as is. The end user 

experience will also improve substantially. Additional cost savings can potentially be realized at 

the appropriate time in the future with Stealth Content Store by moving the AGENCY X 

SharePoint environment to more efficient and cost effective external storage platforms such as 

NAS, Object Storage and/or (private/public) Cloud. Re-architecting the SharePoint environment 

with Stealth Content Store when moving to another external storage platform is not required.  

Appendix A: Search 

Search was installed on the test environment and was set to run every 12 hours, so an 

incremental crawl would run during the test to show the effect of a crawl without and with 

Stealth Content Store. 

When all content is in SQL Server, when the crawl was initiated (some minutes before 12) a spike 

is visible in % Processor Time of the mssearch process. Very likely this crawl caused the disk queue 

seen in other counters above.  

With content store installed, also a small spike is visible in % Processor Time of the mssearch 

process some minutes before 12, but as crawling through SQL Server is disk intensive and now 

all content is on the external storage platform, no disk queue and other impact is registered.  
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Appendix B: Stealth and Gartner Research 

Stealth Software has received a number of awards and recognitions from Gartner around the 

topics we have addressed in this PoC. The Stealth team would like to share these with the 

extended AGENCY X team: 

Gartner Cool Vendor 2013 and 2016  

Cool Vendor 2013  

- Ecosystem Partners That Can Help You Mind Six Gaps in SharePoint 

- Simplify Operations and Compliance in the Cloud by Encrypting Sensitive Data 

- Hype Cycle for Infrastructure Protection, 2013 

- Hype Cycle for Data and Collaboration Security, 2013 

- Hype Cycle for Cloud Security, 2013 

Cool Vendor 2016 

- Hype Cycle for Cloud Security, 2016  

 

 

http://www.gartner.com/document/2196415?ref=QuickSearch&sthkw=Stealth%20Software
http://www.gartner.com/document/2574918?ref=QuickSearch&sthkw=Stealth%20Software
http://www.gartner.com/document/2571322?ref=QuickSearch&sthkw=Stealth%20Software
http://www.gartner.com/document/2559516?ref=QuickSearch&sthkw=Stealth%20Software
http://www.gartner.com/document/2570118?ref=QuickSearch&sthkw=Stealth%20Software

